CEPIUG 10thYAC – Useful Information

How to reach Milano
Milano is well served by three international airports, with train and/or shuttle bus connection to the town
Milano Malpensa - pay attention to your terminal: T1 and T2 are not at walking distance, a shuttle connects them
Milano Linate
Milano (Bergamo) Orio al Serio (Ryanair)
The train station Milano Bovisa-Politecnico, that is less than 100 m far from the Conference location, is on the route
of the Malpensa Express, connecting the airport Milano Malpensa to the city centre, it starts every 10'-20' and take
about 40'.
Shuttle bus to the airports starting from the main train stations.

How to move in the city
Metro, Bus and Trams: ATM
Taxi:

Radio Taxi 026969 ; Radio Taxi 028585 ; Taxi Blu 024040 ; Uber

Byke sharing:

OFO; Mobike

Tourist information
•

Want to see Leonardo's masterpiece "The Last Supper"? Booking long time in advance is required!

•

Want to see the genius' Codex Atlanticus? Here you can find information.

CEPIUG 10thYAC Special
•

Want to have a guided visit in the city center (Castello Sforzesco, Duomo, La Scala, Galleria Vittorio
Emanuele) on Saturday 8th, morning or afternoon?
Please let us know, we are organising groups.

More info:
Milano Tourist Office – Download City Guide, Map and the App “Milan - Guide to the city” from here
Tripadvisor
LonelyPlanet
Vintage Tours
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How to reach the Conference (Milano Bovisa)
Politecnico di Milano, Campus Bovisa - Via Lambruschini 4
The Conference is held in Buildings B27 and B28, just downstairs the train station Milano Bovisa-Politecnico.
The Campus extends over a large and completely refurbished area in a former industrial district in the North West
part of the town, which can be easily reached by city trains starting every 5'/10' from more than one stations in the
town called “Domodossola”, “Cadorna” and “Garibaldi”. The journey takes just from 3’ to 10'.

Accommodation
See the list of suggested hotels on the CEPIUG website. Good hotels in the area of Bovisa are unfortunately full
booked now, but it would be even better to book one in a more central zone of the town, to enjoy visiting the city
centre in the spare time and to easily reach the Anniversary Party location, on a corner of the famous Piazza Duomo.
The zones we suggest to stay are in proximity of the above mentioned train stations:
- the area of Cadorna station, which is a nice zone, close to Castello Sforzesco, at walking distance to Piazza Duomo,
the Anniversary Party location and at 10’ journey to Bovisa
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- the area of Garibaldi station, a trendy area with modern architecture, popular happy hours hot spots and fashion
stores, 5' far by train to the Campus

- the area of Domodossola station, close to Corso Sempione, at walking distance from a lively zone of restaurants,
just 3’ journey required to Bovisa, well served by the Metro to reach the centre

- the area of Centrale station, where you can find a large choice of hotels of every level, but need to change at
Cadorna or Garibaldi to reach the Bovisa Station and the zone is quite chaotic

